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Nato dalla sinergia tra studiose/i, attiviste/i, scrittrici e scrittori, il presente volume si propone come spazio aperto a una riflessione interdisciplinare sulle modalità discorsive impiegate per la rappresentazione della violenza di genere nel contesto letterario, cinematografico, teatrale e mediatico dell’Italia del terzo millennio. Considerando la sfera della rappresentazione un campo d’indagine cruciale per ogni analisi di un fenomeno che trova le
proprie radici in archetipi culturali veicolati attraverso particolari paradigmi discorsivi, il volume intende inquadrare i nuovi orizzonti di visibilità apertisi sul tema, adottando una prospettiva teorica di matrice femminista che armonizza il pensiero italiano della differenza sessuale con le più recenti teorizzazioni della corrente dei Gender Studies. Privilegiando un approccio di tipo interdisciplinare e olistico, il testo si articola in tre sezioni
dedicate rispettivamente alla ricerca di stampo accademico, alla presa di parola da parte di attiviste/i interessate/i ad analizzare la rappresentazione mediatica del fenomeno e, infine, alla voce di affermate/i autrici/ autori che hanno portato avanti una riflessione teorica sulle strategie impiegate per narrare la violenza.
Sources and Methods in Indigenous Studies is a synthesis of changes and innovations in methodologies in Indigenous Studies, focusing on sources over a broad chronological and geographical range. Written by a group of highly respected Indigenous Studies scholars from across an array of disciplines, this collection offers insight into the methodological approaches contributors take to research, and how these methods have developed in
recent years. The book has a two-part structure that looks, firstly, at the theoretical and disciplinary movement of Indigenous Studies within history, literature, anthropology, and the social sciences. Chapters in this section reveal that, while engaging with other disciplines, Indigenous Studies has forged its own intellectual path by borrowing and innovating from other fields. In part two, the book examines the many different areas with which
sources for indigenous history have been engaged, including the importance of family, gender, feminism, and sexuality, as well as various elements of expressive culture such as material culture, literature, and museums. Together, the chapters offer readers an overview of the dynamic state of the field in Indigenous Studies. This book shines a spotlight on the ways in which scholarship is transforming Indigenous Studies in methodologically
innovative and exciting ways, and will be essential reading for students and scholars in the field.
The definitive core text in its field, Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation is a comprehensive reference covering all aspects of stroke rehabilitation ó from neurophysiology of stroke through the latest treatments and interventions for functional recovery and restoration of mobility. This second edition is completely updated to reflect recent advances in scientific understanding of neural recovery and growing evidence for new clinical therapies. The
second edition ó which includes free e-book access with every print purchase ó continues to provide in-depth information on the assessment and management of all acute and long-term stroke-related impairments and complications including cognitive dysfunctions, musculoskeletal pain, and psychological issues. It examines risk factors, epidemiology, prevention, and neurophysiology as well as complementary and alternative therapies,
functional assessments, care systems, ethical issues, and community and psychosocial reintegration. With contributions from over 100 acknowledged leaders from every branch of the stroke recovery field, this edition features expanded coverage of key issues such as the role of robotics and virtual reality in rehabilitation. New chapters have been incorporated to cover fields of recent exploration including transcranial magnetic stimulation,
biomarkers, and genetics of recovery as well as essentials like the use of medication and the survivorís perspective. The up-to-date presentation of scientific underpinnings and multi-specialty clinical perspectives from physical medicine and rehabilitation, neurology, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech and language pathology, and nursing ensures that Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation will continue to serve as an invaluable
reference for every health care professional working to restore function and help stroke survivors achieve their maximum potential. New to Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation, Second Edition All chapters are thoroughly revised and updated to reflect advances in scientific understanding of neural recovery and clinical progress Five completely new chapters and expanded coverage of key issues that drive the field forward New contributions from
leading stroke specialists from all involved disciplines Includes access to the fully-searchable downloadable ebook
Tangguh Bersama menjadi kebanggaan bagi penanggulangan bencana di Indonesia atas refleksi pengalaman banjir bandang di Kota Bima beberapa waktu lalu. Narasi pengalaman dan bidikan lensa kamera yang disajikan pada buku ini dapat memperkaya referensi pengalaman dan pengetahuan penanggulangan bencana di Indonesia.
Younger Hotter Tighter
How to Find Love in the Post-Dating World
Identity Politics and Tribalism
Handbook of Research on Methods and Tools for Assessing Cultural Landscape Adaptation
Level Up
The Language of Pick-Up Artists

Democracy in a Time of Misery: From Spectacular Tragedy to Deliberative Action investigates how democratic politics can unfold in creative and unexpected of ways even at the most trying of times. Drawing on three years of fieldwork in disaster-affected communities in Tacloban City, Philippines, this book presents ethnographic portraits of how typhoon survivors actively perform their
suffering to secure political gains. Each chapter traces how victims are transformed to 'publics' that gain voice and visibility in the global public sphere through disruptive protests, collaborative projects, and political campaigns that elected the strongman Rodrigo Duterte to presidency. It also examines the micropolitics of silencing that lead communities to withdraw and lose
interest in politics. These ethnographic descriptions come together in a theoretical project that makes a case for a multimodal view of deliberative action. It underscores the embodied, visual, performative and subtle ways in which affective political claims are constructed and received. It concludes by arguing that while emotions play a role in amplifying marginalized political claims,
it also creates hierarchies of misery that renders some forms of suffering more deserving of compassion than others. The book invites readers to reflect on challenging ethical issues when examining political contexts defined by widespread depravity and dispossession, and the democratic ethos demanded of global publics in responding to others' suffering.
This reference text discusses various security techniques and challenges for cloud data protection from both software and hardware aspects. The text provides readers with an overview of cloud computing, beginning with historical perspectives on mainframe computers and early networking protocols, moving to current issues such as security of hardware and networks, performance, evolving IoT
areas, edge computing, etc. It also deals with threat detection and incident response in cloud security. It covers important topics including operational security agitations in cloud computing, cyber artificial intelligence (AI) platform for cloud security, and security concerns of virtualization in cloud computing. The book will serve as a useful resource for graduate students and
professionals in the fields of electrical engineering, electronics engineering, computer science, and information technology.
The travel edition of Nick Krauser's epic daygame bible
Non-monogamy is having a moment. It's widely discussed and celebrated in the culture. At the same time, many guys are learning about game and evolutionary biology, which together discuss what women find attractive and how to use that knowledge to meet and have sex with attractive women. But no one is discussing how non-monogamy (including sex clubs, sex parties, and group dates) and the
game fit together. Yet that's what's I've been doing for the past ten years. This book synthesizes everything I've done and experienced over this time period. You'll learn why non-monogamy is popular; how non-monogamy works in practice; what successful non-monogamy looks like; and how to propose non-monogamy to your lovers. Sex clubs are not a shortcut to having real game. Sex clubs are
an extension of existing game. If you don't have game and status already you will have a bad time if you try to bring your only, sole, single girl with you. By analogy, if you invest your life savings in a single stock, you are one scandal away from going bankrupt, while a diversified portfolio or index fund ensures that you are financially robust. But if you have game, non-monogamy can
be a powerful accelerant to your dating and relationship portfolio. Myths and incorrect information abound in this field. Many guys in the game think non-monogamy is something only out-there fruits are willing to try. Many people doing non-monogamy are blinded by blank-slate ideology and foolish optimism about human nature. This book dispels myths, explains how exchanging value for value
propels the non-monogamy scene, and why non-monogamy is an untapped resource for players.
With Applications in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Black Men and Masculinity
The New Culture Wars
Daygame Mastery Colour
Fascism for the 21st Century?
Power Games
Digital technology permeates the physical world. Social media and virtual reality, accessed via internet capable devices - computers, smartphones, tablets and wearables - affect nearly all aspects of social life. The contributions to this volume apply innovative forms of ethnographic research to the digital realm. They examine the emergence of new forms of digital life, such as
political participation through comments on East Greenlandic news blogs, the personal use of video broadcasting applications, the rise of transnational migrant networks facilitated by social media, or the effects of Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram on global conflicts.
Dennis, the son of Chinese immigrants, yearns to play video games like his friends and, upon his strict father's death, becomes obsessed with them but later, realizing how his father sacrificed for him, he chooses a nobler path.
Southeast Asia, an economically dynamic and strategically vital region, seemed until recently to be transiting to more democratic politics. This progress has suddenly stalled or even gone into reverse, requiring that analysts seriously rethink their expectations and theorizing. The Routledge Handbook of Southeast Asian Democratization provides the first book-length account of the
reasons for democracy’s declining fortunes in the region today. Combining theory and case studies, it is structured in four major sections: Stunted Trajectories and Unhelpful Milieus Wavering Social Forces Uncertain Institutions Country cases and democratic guises This interdisciplinary reference work addresses topics including the impact of belief systems, historical records, regional
and global contexts, civil society, ethnicity, women, Islam, and social media. The performance of political institutions is also assessed, and the volume offers a series of in-depth case studies, evaluating the country records of particular democratic, hybrid, and authoritarian regimes from a democratization perspective. Bringing together nearly 30 key international experts in the
field, this cutting-edge Handbook offers a comprehensive and fresh investigation into democracy in the region This timely survey will be essential reading for scholars and students of Democratization and Asian Politics, as well as policymakers concerned with democracy’s setbacks in Southeast Asia and the implications for the region’s citizens.
"One of the most admired men in the world of seduction" (The New York Times) teaches average guys how to approach, attract and begin intimate relationships with beautiful women For every man who always wondered why some guys have all the luck, Mystery, considered by many to be the world's greatest pickup artist, finally reveals his secrets for finding and forming relationships with some
of the world's most beautiful women. Mystery gained mainstream attention for his role in Neil Strauss's New York Times bestselling exposé, The Game. Now he has written the definitive handbook on the art of the pickup. He developed his unique method over years of observing social dynamics and interacting with women in clubs to learn how to overcome the guard shield that many women use to
deflect come-ons from "average frustrated chumps." The Mystery Method: How to Get Beautiful Women Into Bed shares tips such as: *Give more attention to her less attractive friend at first, so your target will get jealous and try to win your attention. *Always approach a target within 3 seconds of noticing her. If a woman senses your hesitation, her perception of your value will be
lower. *Don't be picky. Approach as many groups of people in a bar as you can and entertain them with fun conversation. As you move about the room, positive perception of you will grow. Now it's easy to meet anyone you want. *Smile. Guys who don't get laid, don't smile.
Democracy in a Time of Misery
Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records, 1891-1960
The International Alt-Right
Privacy and Security Challenges in Cloud Computing
Digital Environments
Games
A Harvard-trained psychologist and creator of the popular blog, WTF Is Up With My Love Life?! describes modern "non-dating" practices while profiling 10 male personalities with whom such activities can be enjoyed in fulfilling ways.
With roots firmly in the oral storytelling tradition, Kimo Armitage's The Healers weaves multiple narrators and time periods into a novel of remarkable breadth, giving insight into Hawaiian culture where nature, man, and the spirit world coexist seamlessly. Echoing the voices of long ago, the book celebrates the connection to stories of Hawaii as once told by grandparents and great-grandparents. In the world of The Healers, family and place are revered and aloha is heartfelt. Cousins Keola and Pua, chosen as the next generation of healers by their family, initially have
an idyllic life as respected apprentice healers. Their days are spent training with their grandmother, investigating the healing properties of plants, and treating ailments of community and family members. Troubling dreams, however, foreshadow a sea change to come. One day, Pua meets and is immediately attracted to Tiki, a descendant of a powerful healing family from Tahiti, who has been mysteriously abandoned by his parents. Months later, Keola is sent across the island to train with Laka, the family's most knowledgeable healer, who was born with no arms or
legs. A life-threatening challenge awaits this close-knit unit, and they must call upon generations of ancestral knowledge and skill to save those that stand at the precipice of death. This compelling novel fills a gap in the Hawaiian literary canon of works for young adult readers.
This book adopts a corpus-based discourse analysis approach to the study of the communicative practices of pick-up artists, offering a systematic exploration of distinct language use in an online community that uses speed-seduction practices for short-term dating and sex. Drawing on a multi-million-word corpus comprising data from online forums, social media, informational websites, and YouTube videos, the volume explores the verbal practices and narrative framing techniques that pick-up artists (PUAs) draw upon in their interactions with women and the
terminology-heavy language used in teaching pick-up to foster perceptions of scientific validity. The book also unpacks videos and reports of live interactions to study naturally occurring PUA discourse from different perspectives but also to more closely examine conceptual metaphors of competition and violence and critically reflect on the ethical considerations of working with such communities. This book will appeal to students and scholars in such disciplines as discourse analysis, corpus linguistics, computer-mediated communication, and language and media, as
well as those interested in the study of language use online.
Sie sind sexy, sie sind wortgewandt und sie sind unwiderstehlich. Pick-up-Artists haben nur ein Ziel: Sie wollen so viele Frauen wie möglich ins Bett bekommen. Die Pick-up-Community dient ihnen als Plattform, um ihre Verführungskünste zu perfektionieren. Die junge Feministin Clarisse Thorn hat sich in die Aufreißerszene gewagt, um zu verstehen, wie Pick-up-Artists ticken, welche Motive sie antreiben und welche Strategien sie anwenden, um bei den Frauen anzukommen. Hautnah sind wir dabei, wenn Clarisse sich mit den Verführungskünstlern auf ihre
nächtlichen Streifzüge durch die Clubs begibt ‒ und dabei zu überraschenden Erkenntnissen über das Flirtverhalten von Männern und Frauen gelangt.
The Original Rational Male: The Outlines Of Feminine Social Primacy
Kanaka ʻŌiwi Methodologies
Surfing about Music
A minha segunda guerra
Sguardi femministi tra critica, attivismo e scrittura
For many new indigenous scholars, the start of academic research can be an experience rife with conflict in many dimensions. Though there are a multitude of approaches to research and inquiry, many of those methods ignore ancient wisdom and traditions as well as alternative worldviews and avenues for both discovery and learning. The fourth volume in the Hawai'inuiākea series, guest coedited by Katrina-Ann R. Kapā'anaokalāokeola Nākoa Oliveira and Erin Kahunawaika'ala Wright, explores techniques for inquiry through some of the many perspectives of Kanaka 'Ōiwi (Native Hawaiian) scholars at work today. Kanaka 'Ōiwi Methodologies: Mo'olelo and
Metaphor is a collection of "methods-focused" essays written by Kanaka scholars across academic disciplines. To better illustrate for practitioners how to use research for deeper understanding, positive social change, as well as language and cultural revitalization, the texts examine Native Hawaiian Critical Race Theory, Hawaiian traditions and protocol in environmental research, using mele (song) for program evaluation, and more.
All key exam topics and vocabulary covered. Practice of all main test task types in Reading, Listening, Use of English, Writing, and Speaking. Exam techniques, preparation strategies, and useful study tips. Multi-ROM containing recorded material for the Listening tasks and tapescripts. Word Bank with key vocabulary, Speaking Bank with useful communicative phrases, and Writing Bank with model texts and advice. Smart answer key that explains why an answer is correct.
Communal Intimacy and the Violence of Politics explores the notoriously brutal Philippine war on drugs from below. Steffen Bo Jensen and Karl Hapal examine how the war on drugs folded itself into communal and intimate spheres in one Manila neighborhood, Bagong Silang. Police killings have been regular occurrences since the birth of Bagong Silang. Communal Intimacy and the Violence of Politics shows that although the drug war was introduced from the outside, it fit into and perpetuated already existing gendered and generational structures. In Bagong Silang, the war on drugs implicated local structures of authority, including a justice system that had always been
deeply integrated into communal relations. The ways in which the war on drugs transformed these intimate relations between the state and its citizens, and between neighbors, may turn out to be the most lasting impact of Duterte's infamously violent policies.
Games are a unique art form. They do not just tell stories, nor are they simply conceptual art. They are the art form that works in the medium of agency. Game designers tell us who to be in games and what to care about; they designate the player's in-game abilities and motivations. In otherwords, designers create alternate agencies, and players submerge themselves in those agencies. Games let us explore alternate forms of agency. The fact that we play games demonstrates something remarkable about the nature of our own agency: we are capable of incredible fluidity with our ownmotivations and rationality.This volume presents a new theory of games which insists on games'
unique value in human life. C. Thi Nguyen argues that games are an integral part of how we become mature, free people. Bridging aesthetics and practical reasoning, he gives an account of the special motivational structure involved inplaying games. We can pursue goals, not for their own value, but for the sake of the struggle. Playing games involves a motivational inversion from normal life, and the fact that we can engage in this motivational inversion lets us use games to experience forms of agency we might never havedeveloped on our own. Games, then, are a special medium for communication. They are the technology that allows us to write down and transmit forms of
agency. Thus, the body of games forms a "library of agency" which we can use to help develop our freedom and autonomy.Nguyen also presents a new theory of the aesthetics of games. Games sculpt our practical activities, allowing us to experience the beauty of our own actions and reasoning. They are unlike traditional artworks in that they are designed to sculpt activities - and to promote their players' aestheticappreciation of their own activity.
Daygame Mastery - Pocket
Agency As Art
Routledge Handbook of Southeast Asian Democratization
The Principles of Chemical Equilibrium
Routledge Handbook of South-South Relations
Sex Clubs, Non-Monogamy, and Game
Todos conhecem o Barone dos Paralamas. O que poucos sabem é que ele é um grande estudioso da Segunda Guerra Mundial, além de filho de um pracinha. Nesta empolgante narrativa, João Barone - que atravessou o Atlântico com seu jipe original da Segunda Guerra e, como um pracinha da Paz, participou das celebrações de sessenta anos do desembarque Aliado na Normandia - faz um relato dos bastidores dessa empolgante aventura e ensina o caminho das pedras àqueles que sonham visitar o cenário da batalha. A obra conta também com com uma entrevista emocionante de Pierre Clostermann,
brasileiro que participou efetivamente do Dia D.
Volume three in the memoir of Nick Krauser, world famous daygamer and seduction coach.
South-South cooperation is becoming ever more important to states, policy-makers and academics. Many Northern states, international agencies and NGOs are promoting South-South partnerships as a means of ‘sharing the burden’ in funding and undertaking development, assistance and protection activities, often in response to increased political and financial pressures on their own aid budgets. However, the mainstreaming of Southern-led initiatives by UN agencies and Northern states is paradoxical in many ways, especially because the development of a South-South cooperation paradigm was originally
conceptualised as a necessary way to overcome the exploitative nature of North-South relations in the era of decolonisation. This handbook critically explores diverse ways of defining ‘the South’ and of conceptualising and engaging with ‘South-South relations.’ Through 30 state-of-the-art reviews of key academic and policy debates, the handbook evaluates past, present and future opportunities and challenges of South-South cooperation, and lays out research agendas for the next 5-10 years. The book covers key models of cooperation (including internationalism, Pan-Arabism and Pan-Africanism), diverse
modes of South-South connection, exchange and support (including South-South aid, transnational activism, and migration), and responses to displacement, violence and conflict (including Southern-led humanitarianism, peace-building and conflict resolution). In so doing, the handbook reflects on decolonial, postcolonial and anticolonial theories and methodologies, exploring urgent questions regarding the nature and implications of conducting research in and about the global South, and of applying a ‘Southern lens’ to a wide range of encounters, processes and dynamics across the global South and global North
alike. This handbook will be of great interest to scholars and post-graduate students in anthropology, area studies, cultural studies, development studies, history, geography, international relations, politics, postcolonial studies and sociology.
Inhaltsangabe:Einleitung: Seit dem Angriff auf das World Trade Center am 11. September 2001 sind die Themen Terrorismus, Jihad, Islamismus und Islam aus den Medien nicht mehr wegzudenken. Spätestens seit den Anschlägen in Madrid und London, den beinahe gelungenen Kofferbombenangriffen in deutschen Zügen sowie den vereitelten Anschlägen zum Islam konvertierter Deutscher im September 2007 im Sauerland, ist die Bedrohung durch den islamistischen Terrorismus in Europa und auch in Deutschland greifbar geworden. Seit einiger Zeit rückt nun zunehmend das Internet ins Blickfeld des
Verfassungsschutzes und der Sicherheitsorgane. So bemerkt Wolfgang Schäuble in seiner Rede zur Vorstellung des Verfassungsschutzberichts 2006: Terroristische Aktivitäten verlagern sich immer mehr in die virtuelle Welt des world wide web. Das Internet bietet den Terroristen ein gigantisches Forum: Es ist Kommunikationsplattform, Werbeträger, Fernuniversität, Trainingscamp und think tank in einem . Dieser Trend wird von Gabriel Weimann, Professor für Kommunikation und Medien an der Universität Haifa, bestätigt. In seinem Buch Terror on the Internet , welches 2006 veröffentlicht wurde, geht Weimann
von 4.300 terroristischen Websites aus, im März 2007 sind es gemäß seiner Analyse bereits 5.400. Dieser Boom des Islamismus im Internet hat auch zur Folge, dass Anfang 2007 das Gemeinsame Internetzentrum (GIZ) des Bundesamts für Verfassungsschutz, des Bundeskriminalamts und anderer Sicherheitsbehörden seine Arbeit aufgenommen hat. Das GIZ hat es sich zur Aufgabe gemacht islamistische Websites zu beobachten und auszuwerten. Gleichzeitig wird seit geraumer Zeit ein Gesetz diskutiert, dass Sicherheitsbehörden zu Online-Durchsuchungen von PCs verdächtiger Personen berechtigt. Aus
wissenschaftlicher Perspektive kann gerade die Kommunikationswissenschaft einen wichtigen Beitrag dazu leisten, Erkenntnisse über Kommunikationsstrukturen und Kommunikationsziele islamistischer Websites und damit islamistischer Gruppen zu gewinnen. Auch ist es dadurch möglich, Einblicke in das Wertesystem und die Argumentationsweise dieser Gruppen zu erlangen und so zu erfahren, was den Islamismus für manche Menschen attraktiv macht. Diese Themen wurden allerdings bisher in der kommunikationswissenschaftlichen Forschung kaum bearbeitet. Um sich diesem Bereich anzunähern und die
Forschungslücke ein Stück weit zu schließen, soll in dieser Ausarbeitung daher der Frage nachgegangen werden: Wie und zu welchem [...]
Poakalani
Communal Intimacy and the Violence of Politics
We Real Cool
Oxford Exam Excellence
Decolonizing Methodologies
The Mystery Method

'A landmark in the process of decolonizing imperial Western knowledge.' Walter Mignolo, Duke University To the colonized, the term 'research' is conflated with European colonialism; the ways in which academic research has been implicated in the throes of imperialism remains a painful memory. This essential volume explores intersections of imperialism and research - specifically, the ways in which imperialism is embedded in disciplines of knowledge and tradition as 'regimes of truth.' Concepts
such as 'discovery' and 'claiming' are discussed and an argument presented that the decolonization of research methods will help to reclaim control over indigenous ways of knowing and being. Now in its eagerly awaited second edition, this bestselling book has been substantially revised, with new case-studies and examples and important additions on new indigenous literature, the role of research in indigenous struggles for social justice, which brings this essential volume urgently up-to-date.
"Adrian's Legacy," the earth-shaking conclusion to, "The Adrian Trilogy." With its release, comes the blood-lust and vengeance Author Lyn Gibson's fans expect. At this, the climax of "The Adrian Trilogy," Adrian has fully acclimated to the ever intensifying powers evolving within her. Woe be unto those who have all but extinguished her kind. Hell knows no fury like that of an angry female vampire who awakens in the ruins of a devastated society, trembling in shadows of rubble once known as her
beloved home. The world will come to order and evil will bow to a now resurrected and growing Vampire army. Adrian unites her race with an outcast human population. Together, with her, fury comes calling on what was once . . . the free world. __________________ Contact the Publisher: DonnaInk Publications, L.L.C. at http: //www.donnaink.com Visit the Author at: Social Media Facebook: https: //www.facebook.com/AuthorLynGibson Twitter: http: //www.twitter.com/authorlyngibson Sexual content.
Readers ABSOLUTELY LOVE this title among both vampire and horror genres Join the Legacy, Feed the Fury, Be a Lyn Gibson Soulmate today . . . DonnaInk Publications, L.L.C. features deep pocket discounts and they also present coupons at further reductions frequently on the publisher website - visit today (www.donnaink.com) and check out the savings Also, there are plentiful re-sellers on AMAZON - if you find this and "other" DonnaInk Publications, L.L.C. titles at exorbitant rates or excessive
mark-downs and/or "used" these are re-sellers who have not yet purchased copies of this and other titles. If you are uncertain, contact the publisher at amazon@donnaink.com.
The Language of Pick-Up ArtistsOnline Discourses of the Seduction IndustryRoutledge
"Roth Family Foundation music in America imprint"--First printed page.
Cyberjihad, virtuelle Umma oder Islam online?
Online Discourses of the Seduction Industry
Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation, 2nd Edition
The Rational Male: The Life Stages Of Women
100 Tradisi Unik di Indonesia
The Gaggle
Sample Text
In a globalizing and expanding world, the need for research centered on analysis, representation, and management of landscape components has become critical. By providing development strategies that promote resilient relations, this book promotes more sustainable and cultural approaches for territorial construction. The Handbook of Research on Methods and Tools for Assessing Cultural Landscape Adaptation provides emerging research on the cultural relationships between a community and the ecological system in which they live. This
book highlights important topics such as adaptive strategies, ecosystem services, and operative methods that explore the expanding aspects of territorial transformation in response to human activities. This publication is an important resource for academicians, graduate students, engineers, and researchers seeking a comprehensive collection of research focused on the social and ecological components in territory development.
This is the original masterpiece that outlines the London Daygame Model, brought to life in full colour and with expanded content for the second edition. It is the perfect companion piece to Daygame Infinite.
The alt-right has been the most important new far-right grouping to appear in decades. Written by researchers from the anti-racist advocacy group HOPE not hate, this book provides a thorough, ground-breaking, and accessible overview of this dangerous new phenomenon. It explains where the alt-right came from, its history so far, what it believes, how it organises and operates, and its future trajectory. The alt-right is a genuinely transnational movement and this book is unique in offering a truly international perspective, outlining the
influence of European ideas and movements as well as the alt-right's development in, and attitude towards, countries as diverse as Japan, India, and Russia. It examines the ideological tributaries that coagulated to form the alt-right, such as white supremacy, the neo-reactionary blogosphere, the European New Right, the anti-feminist manosphere, the libertarian movement, and digital hate culture exemplified by offensive memes and trolling. The authors explore the alt-right's views on gender, sexuality and masculinity, antisemitism and the
Holocaust, race and IQ, globalisation and culture as well as its use of violence. The alt-right is a thoroughly modern far-right movement that uses cutting edge technology and this book reveals how they use cryptocurrencies, encryption, hacking, "meme warfare", social media, and the dark web. This will be essential reading for scholars and activists alike with an interest in race relations, fascism, extremism, and social movements.
Rappresentare la violenza di genere
The Healers
Hawaiian Quilt Cushion Patterns & Designs
Tangguh Bersama
Unterwegs mit Aufreißern. Ein hautnahes Experiment.
A Holistic Approach

Has the world gone mad?'…this is a question that we’ve heard time and again during the last years. Everyone is convinced that something is wrong with politics, the culture, and our society, but what exactly is the problem and how can we overcome it? This book will guide the reader through a journey that will connect the dots on the various fronts of the culture wars. There is a thread that links together the various expressions of group and identity conflicts in today’s West:
from Left to Right, from Social Justice Warriors to Trumpites, from feminism to the manosphere, and from critical race theorists to white nationalists. By the end of this book, readers will understand not only the root problem poisoning our culture and society, but also how to rise above it both in our private lives and as citizens.
This book presents a strong diagram of the periods of development and the most regularly unsurprising encounters men can anticipate from ladies as they progress through different phases of life. Judicious and realistic, the book investigates the intergender and social elements of each phase of ladies' development and gives a down-to-earth understanding to men in managing ladies in those stages. Preventive Medicine likewise gives uncovering blueprints of ladylike social
power, Hypergamy, and the 'Pecking orders of Love
Banyak cara untuk mengenal tanah air, salah satunya lewat budaya dan tradisinya. Indonesia sangat kaya akan budaya dan tradisi yang tersebar dari Sabang samapi Merauke. Nah, buku ini berisi ulasan singkat 100 tradisi unik yang ada di Indonesia. Tentunya masih ada tradisi lain yang belum bisa dirangkum dalam buku ini. Ada tradisi Perang Ketupat di Bangka Belitung, Kebo-keboan di Banyuwangi, Perang Pandan di Bali, Baayun Maulud di Kalimantan Selatan, Rambu Solo di
Toraja, Bakar Batu di Papua, dan masih banyak tradisi lainnya. Dari namanya saja unik-unik sekali. Tentu teman-teman penasaran ingin membacanya, kan? Tidak lupa, buku ini dilengkapi gambar-gambar yang penuh warna dan menarik sehingga seakan-akan teman-teman melihat langsung tradisi unik yang di Indonesia.
The unprecedented results of the 2008 national elections took many Malaysians by surprise. The component parties of the ruling coalition suffered huge losses, while the opposition was victorious in several states. Many media scholars and political pundits, including politicians, pointed to the online platform as a democratic tool that had increased support for the opposition. In the 2013 election the ruling party turned its spotlight on new media to try to regain voter support. In
order to obtain a better understanding of the much-touted democratizing effects of the online media, this book employs an alternative lens to examine the use of new media at the intersection of social and political realities. It explores the ways individual political bloggers, Facebookers and Twitterers used cyberspace to battle for voter support in the 2008 and 2013 national elections. It examines the cultural practices and the social and political affiliation and aims of individual
actors, as well as the social ties that subsequently emerged from the use of the online media. This research employs a political economy approach to the media, Habermas's notion of the public sphere, and the social determinism perspective in order to understand the extent to which online media can enrich political life and bring about new ways of campaigning.
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